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  Welcome to Opus Hardware























  
  









  Opus Hardware is passionate about providing you with quality glass hardware. No matter what your unique glazing needs may be, we have the proven widest range of components, fittings and finishes’. Opus Hardware also offer a wide range of Balustrade systems. Taking care of the solution, from the design, detailing to production & powdercoating is what we do.
Having hardware specialists means you are dealing with people who know the trends, the challenges, and how to meet them.
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  Featured Products & Systems.
View a range of our popular selected Frameless glass products in the links below.
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            APEX Sliding Door
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  Hardware Applications.
Frameless glass applications allow the eye to travel further without the interruption of your view, while still meeting safety and building standards. Opus Hardware’s Glass systems are designed for use in the below applications. Various fixing options are available to comply with the specifications and requirements of the building code using hardware that makes an architectural statement in itself.
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  Balustrade Applications.























  
  








  Frameless glass balustrades are the least obtrusive fencing option available. They allow the eye to travel further without the interruption of your view, while still meeting safety and building standards. Opus Hardware Glass balustrade systems are designed for use in external balconies, stairs and decks - as well as for internal stairs and landings. Various fixing options are available to comply with the specifications and requirements of the building code using hardware that makes an architectural statement in itself.
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                Commercial Channel



              

              
                Commercial Channel is Opus Hardware’s answer to a heavy-duty and fully adjustable 3kN commercial balustrade system, designed as a highly-durable public safety barrier for large commercial constructs.
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                Residential Channel



              

              
                Residential Channel is the perfect choice for residential to light commercial installations where up to 1.5kN frameless glass balustrade is required. This innovative screw-clamp technology locks glass panels into position effortlessly, with four immobilising fasteners per meter of channel.
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                OPUSView Strut Posts



              

              
                The Strut Post system is an adjustable clamping system, designed for 12-17.52mm toughened glass (base fix) without holes. Strut Posts are a popular choice for their modern, minimalist finish.
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                OPUSView Point-Fix




              

              
                The PlateFix PF150 fittings were born from the double-disc fixings by joining the discs into a single piece profile base plate with an outer clamping plate for a stronger multipurpose balustrade fixing. This enables the PF150 to be used with single or double fixings and it can be used vertically, horizontally, angled or a combination of both.
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                OPUSView Double Disc



              

              
                The Double Disc Standoff series is a range of disc fittings for point fixing cantilevered glass balustrades. Round and square cover plates, as well as concealed or uncovered head options are available.
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                OPUSView Resolute Post



              

              
                The Opus Resolute Post Balustrade System is a frameless full height post system where the top and bottom edges of the glass are exposed. Resolute Posts can be used as a pool fence, wind break, deck balustrade, glass barrier and much more!



              

              

            

          
        

      

    

  










    

  
  

  



  
  
  
  

  
    
      
    
  
  
    
  





  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  Frameless Commercial Doors.























  
  








  The Opus Hardware Commercial Door range consists of a number of design options to suit specific onsite applications. Our established range has proven performance and offers designers options including, hinged, sliding, frameless glass systems with and without bottom rails, pivot and bi-fold doors. Our range of Patch Fittings not only makes the glass assemblies look visually striking but also technically sound.
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                Hinged & Pivot Fittings
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  NZ Quality, Delivered.
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  Family Owned & Operated
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  Location: 5 Stonehill Drive, Auckland

Email: sales@opushardware.co.nz
Phone: 0800 40 40 43
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